
A framework for your arguments 



 The most important sentences in any paragraph are 
the first and the last 

 

 The first sentence steers readers in the direction the 
paragraph will take, and sets readers up for the 
paragraph’s arguments 

 The last sentence should leave a strong impression on 
readers. Strong last sentences will ensure that readers 
feel that they have read something meaningful in the 
preceding paragraph 



 First and last sentences should work together, as one 
always leads into the other 

 Part of your revision process should involve reworking 
the first and last sentences of your paragraphs 



 The mission of the first sentence of each paragraph is 
clear: entice your reader to keep reading! 

 In order to be an interesting first sentence, your first 
sentence should be analytical, not factual 

 Your first sentence should state both the main idea of 
your paragraph, and what you will be saying about that 
main idea. 

 Literary elements (setting, imagery, symbolism, 
foreshadowing, etc.) are helpful friends! 

 Appropriate transitions are often helpful in your first 
sentence, though they are not mandatory 



 In order to be an interesting first sentence, your first 
sentence should be analytical, not factual 

 

 Factual: 
 Duddy forces Milty Halpern to drink a secret potion to 

join his gang. 

 

 Analytical: 
 The way Duddy mistreats his friends when his is a child 

foreshadows the way he will treat his friends when he is 
an adult. 

 



 Your first sentence should state both the main idea of 
your paragraph, and what you will be saying about that 
main idea. 

 

 Main Idea = Duddy mistreats his friends  

 What I will be saying about this idea = there is a 
parallel between how he mistreats his friends in 
childhood and later in life 

 
 Topic sentence: The way Duddy mistreats his friends when 

his is a child foreshadows the way he will treat his friends 
when he is an adult. 

 



 Literary elements (setting, imagery, symbolism, 
foreshadowing, etc.) are helpful friends! 

 

 

 Topic sentence: The way Duddy mistreats 
his friends when his is a child foreshadows 
the way he will treat his friends when he is 
an adult. 
 



 Appropriate transitions are often helpful in your first 
sentence, though they are not mandatory 

 

 

 Topic sentence:  

 In addition, the way Duddy mistreats his 
friends when his is a child foreshadows the 
way he will treat his friends when he is an 
adult. 
 



 Appropriate transitions: 
 Page 141 of your course manual 

 

 Inappropriate transitions: 
 Firstly, secondly, thirdly 

 First, second, third 

 
 

 

 

 



 The mission of the last sentence is to leave the 
paragraph off on a satisfying note 

 The last sentence should punctuate the paragraph 

 Last sentences are usually short 

 Never end a paragraph with a citation 

 You do not need to summarize what you have said in 
your last sentence 

 You do not necessarily need to lead the reader into the 
main idea of the next paragraph  



The way Duddy mistreats his friends when his is a child 
foreshadows the way he will treat his friends when he is an 
adult. He makes Milty Halpern drink a secret potion that 
makes him sick, and forces him to open his mother’s tulips, 
something that will certainly land him in trouble. Duddy’s 
own amusement—and the opportunity to look like a big 
shot—outweighs any consideration for Milty’s feelings. We 
see a similar pattern with Virgil later on in the novel. Duddy 
thoughtlessly allows him to drive the truck, and steals his 
money. Though the consequences are far graver for Virger 
than they were for Milty, the behaviour is remarkably 
consistent. Duddy may have gotten older, but his 
apprenticeship seems to have stalled somewhere around 
eight years old. His friends, sadly, are the ones who end up 
paying for this immaturity. 
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